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City: Palestine

State: Texas

Your Comments About the Staff Report, Including Recommendations Supported or
Opposed:
Issue 3. targeting Barber and Cosmetology industry;
        Consolidating the tow license OPPOSED. I feel that each licensing requires different training. Education -
Cosmetology requirements a higher level of education high school diploma or a GED and the age of 17. with these
requirements in place give the students a head start if they would like to go on the higher level of education, gone on
the a junior college or a university to further their education and training to other avenues of the beauty business
industry.

2. Eliminate all Instructor's license -OPPOSED the foundation in the beauty industry starts with proper training in
the field. Can just anyone teach NO first thing you have to be able to teach, important factors that you must learn
first is being able to break down a skill or it's theory so that all student can learn. as a retire Cosmetology Instructor
from Kentucky and now hold a Texas license/instructor, I have learn that all students do not learn the same way as
others. with out proper training as a instructor would crumble our industry. Let me ask a question; would you want
some one try to teach you if had a learning disable?

3. Eliminating all wig related license - OPPOSED the big words this time and day is Disinfection and Sanitation,
extensive training in these areas keeps us and the clients safe. Knowledge in these tow area but we have to think
about scalp disorders and diseases. Human hair wigs can come infected with parasites' as well as person's own hair.
think about people  who are going through treatments for CANCER.

Any Alternative or New Recommendations on This Agency: I think maybe we might look at Kentucky and other
states who has a Cosmetology Board that is run by license Cosmologist Who knows the field. As a self standing
board I feel it could supports it own board.

My Comment Will Be Made Public: I agree




